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Inuuqatigiitsiarniq Schools 

The aim of the Inuuqatigiitsiarniq guidelines is to support schools in their strategic 

thinking and operational planning for school opening. As learners and school staff return 

to school, there will be an urgent and important need to share personal experiences of 

school closures. For some people, these unprecedented times have been an 

opportunity for deep connection with their family and they may have been involved in 

activities that deserve to be cherished and maintained.  

For some learners and staff, the period after school closures has been challenging, and 

even traumatic. Tempers may have been frayed and conflicts with family members may 

have occurred. Additionally, learners may have struggled to meet school expectations of 

online work with a lack of adequate support and equipment. 

The Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit principles, combined with the RESTORE model, will 

contribute to building Inuuqatigiitsiarniq schools, where respect for all fosters safe, 

caring, and healthy schools and communities. This restorative approach is values-

based and needs-led. It highlights the importance of maintaining and repairing 

relationships for emotional well-being and enables decisions to be made with reference 

to following five core principles: 

• Pilimmaksarniq is the principle of skills and knowledge acquisition. By truly paying

attention to others’ perspectives, we can learn more about supporting the

vulnerability and resiliency of learners. Everyone has a unique perspective.

• Inuuqatigiitsiarniq is the principle that respect and civility should be extended to

every single individual within the community, and that every individual is an

important contributor to the community. Our thoughts and feelings influence our

behaviours.

• Qanuqtuurunnarniq is the principle of coming up with resourceful solutions within

the community. It will require the actions of everyone to come up with relevant and

practical ways to tackle how to return to safe, caring, and healthy schools. Our

actions have a ripple effect.

• Tunnganarniq is the principle of connection: by meeting the challenges to build a

welcoming and inclusive environment in every room of our schools. We have needs

that connect us to people and purpose.

• Pijitsirniq is the principle of public service – taking the time to learn about the issue

and develop an action plan to deal with the issue. The people best placed to find

solutions to problems are the people affected by the problem.
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RESTORE Model 

For schools to be restored, attention must focus on: 

 

  

 

R 

 

RECOGNITION of what has happened, and that experiences since 
Nunavut’s schools closed have all been different —life-changing for many, 
and significant for us all. How do we encourage everyone to share their 
experience of the pandemic so far? 

 

E EMPATHY for the mix of emotions that we have in response to events at 
home, in school, in community, and in the wider world. How can we respond 
with empathy, compassion, and self-care, whether we are staff, students, or 
families? 

 

S SAFETY will be paramount, both emotional and physical. How do we re-
establish a sense of safety so that students are able to learn and are all able 
to thrive? How do we help those who may have felt unsafe while they were 
away from school feel safe again? 

 

T TRAUMA is now a collective as well as an individual experience. How does 
the school community process this? How do we support those among us 
who have experienced very particular traumas during school closures, or 
who are facing an even more uncertain future? 

 

O OPPORTUNITY to change what needs to be changed, to reflect on what 
matters to us and if we would like to do anything differently. How do we 
learn from this experience, now that we know we can question even 
seemingly fixed aspects of our world? 

 

R RELATIONSHIPS are key, as they always have been. How do we 
reconnect, and (re)build inclusive, responsive relationships at all levels in 
our school? 

 

E ENGAGEMENT in our own health and well-being and with the issues that 
affect us: Our teaching, learning, and community. How do we foster a 
culture that enables staff and students to have ownership of and agency in 
their lives and learning? 
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Although all the themes from the word RESTORE are connected and complement each 

other, the letters of that acronym can fall into two areas of needs: 

• The recent past and our experience of it: 

o The first four letters (R, E, S and T), relating to Recognize, Empathize, 

Safety and Trauma, are connected to what happened and how it has 

impacted us. 

• The future on how we want to be as a result of that experience: 

o The last three letters (O, R and E), relating to Opportunity, 

Relationships, and Engagement, are key to how we are going to move 

forward. 

 

How to Implement the RESTORE model 

Restore Circles 

Circles are the ideal space to bring people together. 

When underpinned by the values of positive peace, equity, equality, respect, dignity, 

and inclusion, they can offer a space for building connection and community. Circles 

can be used for meetings, inquiry, conferencing, and circle time. They can also be used 

with the whole class or small groups. Circles support the development of peace-building 

skills such as listening, conflict resolution, collaboration, emotional literacy, and 

cooperation. The use of a space where students, and adults can practise these skills 

and reflect on the experience is recommended.  

Resources 

• Guide to the Small Group Process (2016) and posters available in all schools.  

• Tribes Teaching and Learning Community (www.tribes.com) resource books 

for elementary, middle, and high school grades. These resources provide 

strategies for presenting the curriculum through cooperative learning 

structures.  

• Grade-appropriate Northern Zones (K-2, 3-5 and 6-8) small group resource 

available in all official languages, and the accompanying Northern Zones kit. 

  

http://www.tribes.com/
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Structuring circle time sessions to support learners during COVID-19 

With your class, you can agree on an imaginary talking piece that will be ‘passed’ 

across the circle to indicate who is talking next. Participants put their hands out on their 

laps to receive it and the person passing it will ‘throw’ it across the circle saying the 

name of the person they are passing it to. 

Check in 

The imaginary talking piece is passed from person to person. Keep the check in very 

simple. For example: your favourite dessert, your favourite game, how you feel when 

someone smiles at you, etc. At this stage, you are settling the group. Think carefully 

about the question so it works for everyone. 

Game/activity 

Choose something that is light-hearted, fun, and builds connection. For example:  

• Pass the smile around the circle. 

• Mirror pairs – one person makes slow movements with their 

hands/feet/bodies and their partner copies/shadows the movement. 

• 1,2,3 – in pairs, first person says 1, partner says 2, first person says 3, repeat 

a few times. Replace 1 with a clap and repeat a few times. Replace 1 with a 

clap and 2 with a stamp foot – repeat a few times. 

• Songs accompanied by movement. 

• Getting to know each other activities like sharing the meaning or story behind 

your name, or paired activities. 

• Other non-competitive games. 

 

RESTORE 

Each session discusses one of the themes from RESTORE: Recognition, empathy, 

safety, trauma, opportunity, relationships, and engagement. See below for ideas for 

each theme. 

Check out 

Go around the circle again. Choose one question, for example: What have you enjoyed 

from today’s circle session? What will you take with you from today’s session? What are 

you looking forward to today? 
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Conversation Circles 

Recognition 

The word recognition has two meanings to: 

• Identify someone or something, often from a previous encounter, with a 

meaning more akin to acknowledging or discovering. 

• Give value or validity to something, with a meaning more akin to appreciation 

and affirmation. 

In both senses referred to above, people can give recognition to themselves and others. 

How can leadership team and staff get prepared? 

• How will you make time for recognizing the impact the experience has had on 

you?  

• How will you ensure that all staff have access to a non-judgemental listening 

ear so that their needs can be addressed, and they can return to school ready 

to give their best? 

• What is the best listening frame for this recognition? One-to-one with listening 

buddies/mentors, or in circles/groups?  

• How will you encourage staff to recognize that they will need to start all over 

again establishing routines and expectations — working with their students to 

establish how things will be? 

• How can you encourage staff to resist responding to abnormal or needy 

behaviours in punitive ways, and instead recognize that these behaviours are 

likely to be signs of distress as learners grapple with what they have been 

through and are going through?  

How to get prepared to support students 

• How can every learner be supported to recognize their own growth during the 

school closures, no matter how positive or how challenging the time has been 

for them? 

• How can they be supported to record this growth through a variety of 

mediums? 

• How can their own listening skills be developed to offer recognition to each 

other? 

• How can learners be involved in creating the school/class community? 

How to get prepared to involve parents 

• Can this group be encouraged to support each other? 
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• Are there ways to recognize what they have been through? 

• Not all parents will have managed to support their children in their academic 

learning as the school would have wished. Not all parents will feel as 

supported as they would have wished. However, many may have been even 

more creative. How can recognition be given to everyone — whatever has 

been achieved? How can all ways of teaching and all ways of learning be 

recognized in both senses of the word? 

• What role could parents play in this recognition? 

Activities 

• The Art Gallery: Ask learners to draw pictures or create art that represents 

their experiences of school closures. Give a time limit of about 15 minutes 

and play some music. You could provide more structure; for instance, draw a 

square to represent all the things you enjoyed during school closure inside 

the square, and all the things you missed or found challenging on the outside 

of the square. Explain that they will only talk about the picture if they want to. 

Ask them to give the picture a title — like they would in an art gallery. Bring 

everyone back together. Ask those who want to, to share their images.  

• The Listening Ear, Heart and Soul: Allow a longer session for discussion and 

actively listen to everyone’s experiences. Put in place some rules 

• — you do not have to speak, but if you want to, everyone will get the chance. 

No one will comment on what you say, we will just hear you. When each 

person has finished, encourage everyone to give a thumbs up to 

acknowledge that person has been heard. 

• The Memory Project: Ask the group if they would like to record their shared 

experiences of the pandemic (they may or may not want to). Is it important to 

create a group record of this time? How might we look back at this time in 20 

years? What would we like to remember? Would words or images help, or 

both? Could a group image be created? Each person draws one experience 

on one sheet, and these are cut out to create a single image. A rainbow might 

be created. Or an archive box made and stored for the students in the school 

to open in 2040. 
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Empathy 

Empathy is “the ability to sense other people’s emotions, coupled with the ability to 

imagine what someone else might be thinking or feeling.”  

As Brené Brown mentioned, “Empathy is communicating that incredible healing 

message of ‘You are not alone.’”   

Beginning interactions with empathy can keep everyone safe by preventing 

unnecessary escalation of conflict. Empathy is also important for recognizing and 

responding to trauma. We should also be aware of the signs that individuals may be 

suffering.   

How can the leadership team and staff get prepared? 

• Can you start meetings with a check-in to ask how people are feeling and 

recognize what is important to them before beginning an agenda? 

• What formal and informal networks are already in place to support staff and 

students who may be struggling? Does additional space need to be created in 

the school routine for peer support?  

• How do you recognize those for whom empathy can lead to burnout? What 

targeted support is in place to support them?  

• How can you communicate ‘It’s ok to not be ok?’ What plans are needed for 

the possibility that staff and students may need extra time/support as needs 

become identified?  

• What has the school already taught about the importance of empathy and the 

ways it can be developed? Can this be revisited and developed as part of a 

return to school curriculum? 

Activities  

• After pair/triad work with any of the activities, come back together to process 

thoughts, feelings, and ideas. As a set, what do they tell us about this 

experience we have been through? Which images are missing from your 

class? What is not represented that the learners in your class consider to be a 

strong image of their experience? 

• The Feelings Dictionary: An important part of emotional literacy is to be able 

to voice and express feelings, as well as being able to recognize the signs of 

how others might be feeling. Build a dictionary of feelings words for the main 

feelings — happy, sad, nervous, angry. You could do a feelings carousel — 

provide 4 pieces of flipchart paper. Everyone has a pen and writes synonyms 

on each sheet. Does playing music reflecting different moods unlock more 

words? Which words are found under more than one category? Do we have 

times when we experience more than one feeling? If you can, talk more about 
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anger as a secondary emotion. What other feelings are underneath it, for 

example fear, anxiety, frustration?  

• The Colour of Feelings: Working in pairs, ask learners to choose 3 words 

from the lists that best describe how they feel about the school closure period 

they have experienced. What colours would they choose to represent these 

feelings? Ask them to draw a heart shape using these colours. Then choose 3 

words to describe how they feel about being back at school. Draw another 

heart or a different shape using colours to represent these.  

• Put Yourself in the Picture: Find a selection of images from the pandemic. 

Choose those with people in them and try to represent a diverse range of 

people and experiences. In pairs or threes ask learners to imagine what the 

people in the images are thinking and what they are feeling. If they were in 

the image, where would they place themselves and what would they be 

thinking and feeling? If possible, use 8.5 x 11 paper sized images and mini 

post-it notes for the learners to add their thoughts, feelings, and stick figures 

of themselves.  

 

Safety 

Safety is a state or a place where you are not in danger or at risk of harm.  

Our need for safety can be addressed by recognizing this need in ourselves, 

articulating it to others, listening to others with empathy, and then discussing how we 

can all behave so that our collective need for safety can be addressed. If we do not deal 

with the difficult questions and feelings, they may present ‘underground,’ through 

bullying behaviours, or social isolation of individuals through misinformation and/or 

misunderstanding. 

How can the leadership team and staff get prepared?  

• How can we develop a time and space to engage with learners so they can 

share their concerns and how do we act on the concerns we hear? 

• How do we provide a time and space to engage with staff so they can share 

their concerns and feedback?  

• What data are we using to identify those in most need? Where are we getting 

the data from? Parents, agencies, students, staff? 

• How will we re-establish routines in a way that keeps learners and staff both 

physically and emotionally safe? 

How to get prepared to support students 

• What do you need to help you feel safe physically and emotionally? 
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• What can you do to help yourself? 

• What can you do to help others in the school community? 

• How can learning help? How can the school environment help? 

Activities 

• Discuss the word safety, which will now take on a new resonance. In this 

session we are talking about physical safety and emotional safety. Use the 

set of Needs Cards (in the Educator Toolbox) and remove the word safety 

from this set. You may find it useful to explain the difference between a need 

and a want. 

• Lay out the cards in a circle and ask the learners: what do you need to feel 

safe in school right now — today, this week, this year (choose a timeframe)? 

• Place a few blank sheets in the circle as well for needs that may be missing. 

In turn, ask individuals to select the one that is most important to them. If you 

have smaller classes or groups, ask for 2 each. You can use responses to 

create a learning agreement, for example: “We recognize that many of us 

need friendship right now. We will show friendship by chatting with people 

who we might not usually spend time with.” Come up with it together so the 

class feels ownership of the agreement. 

• Physical and emotional safety are connected. For example, if I am upset, 

angry or irritable if someone stands too close to me, in that moment I may 

need co-operation and/or empathy. 

• Use the Storytelling Cubes (in the Educator Toolbox). In small groups, throw 

the cubes and make up a story based on the images shown. Alternatively, throw 

one set for the whole class and each group makes up a story based on those. 

Each group will have the same images but can make up a different story. Ask the 

groups to perform their story in a circle. 
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Trauma 

Trauma is damage done to individuals and communities by distressing events. 

Many staff are familiar with adverse childhood experiences (the ACEs model) and the 

effect of trauma on students, but what about collective trauma? This is felt in the 

aftermath of seismic events and can last a long time. 

The massive upheaval potentially brings trauma from many sources: fearing for loved 

ones, losing loved ones, economic insecurity, fear of an unseen enemy out there, 

isolation and separation during school closure, generalized anxiety, unsafe homes, the 

barrage of news and social media, and life changing in the blink of an eye. 

Being aware and recognizing these effects of trauma is important as we return to 

school. We all feel a great pressure to normalize things for ourselves and our learners, 

to rush back into the familiar, to be positive. Of course, these things are important, but if 

not addressed, the event and the ensuing trauma can be the invisible enemy in the 

room. This then has implications for health, learning, education, and physical, 

emotional, and social development. 

How can the leadership team and staff get prepared? 

• What preparation/training do staff need to recognize and cope with not only 

their own upheaval and perhaps trauma, but that of students? How can you 

ask them? Who can provide this and how? 

• What balance do we need to find between being positive, giving a sense of 

normality and recognizing difficulty and pain? 

• How can we help students (and ourselves) process in indirect ways what has 

happened, without necessarily focusing directly on the experiences we have 

had? 

• What social-emotional learning were we doing before the pandemic that we 

can build on? What learning content and methodologies best support 

students to process what has happened (bearing in mind different starting 

points and capacities)? 

• What are the opportunities, to come together safely in collective experiences 

to reduce feelings of isolation and separateness (music, movement, art, 

drama, ritual, etc.)? 

• Is there any additional support we need to plan for, for those students who 

may have experienced individual trauma in addition to our common 

experience? 

Activities 

• Rituals: As a class you may feel the need to put some rituals in place. Rituals 

can be quiet, such as journaling time. They may be about memories and so a 
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memory board where pictures and words can be pinned or hung could be 

created. Or they can involve the creation of music, clapping, and/or dance. 

They might involve cooking and eating together. 

• Regulate: In preparation for this activity, it can be helpful to understand what 

is happening in the brain. When we are experiencing big feelings that are 

hard to put into words, we may have physical reactions. We may sweat, our 

heart rate might increase, we might freeze on the spot, we might shout, we 

might run away. When we are in the midst of these feelings, we need to do 

things that ground us and help connect us with our bodies, regulate our 

emotions and allow the thinking and speaking part of our brain to come back 

online. Practise some grounding techniques that can help with this: 

o Trace one hand with the finger of another 

o Dance 

o Imagine your safe place 

o Beat a rhythm 

o Sing, clap 

o Draw, scribble, paint 

o Breathe deeply, in for 4 seconds, out for 6 seconds 

• Ask learners what other ideas they must help connect with the present, and 

how they can support one another when they witness these reactions. 

• Relate: Students’ ability to reason and talk about what is happening for them 

depends on the strength of the relationships with those around them. The 

circle itself is meant to bring people together and build and strengthen 

relationships. Cooperative games help with building relationships. When you 

see a learner struggle with these games, that is an opportunity to strengthen 

your relationship with that individual. Give them the freedom to opt out if they 

need to in the moment. Talk it through later. Take time to process feelings 

and emotions with everyone in the circle and build a culture that encourages 

the expressions and acknowledgement of feelings. 

• Reason: When everyone is settled with working in a circle, this time can be 

used to talk through what happens in difficult situations. By using I-statements 

and a clear formula, learners can both understand the causality of their own 

feelings, and deal with them (rather than suppress them). By explaining their 

feelings to others, they are more likely to be listened and responded to and 

they often feel calmer and more empowered. 

o I feel (angry, upset, mad) 

o When (say what happened) 
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o Because (why it upsets you) 

o I would like (what you want to happen or change) 

Example: I feel upset when I am not included because I like contributing. I would like 

to join in the activity. 

• Give scenarios to small groups and ask them to act them out. Model the use of  

I-statements in a calm and steady voice and ask the class to listen for and use  

I-statements. For more information about the use of I-statements, refer to the 

Guide to the Small-Group Process (2016). 

 

Opportunity 

Opportunity means a favourable, an opportune, time to do something. The COVID-19 

crisis brings dangers, but also opportunities.  

There is an incredible opportunity right now for us individually and collectively to rethink 

what matters and reshape what we do and how we do it. The disruption that we are 

experiencing from ‘life as normal’ has brought an opportunity for us to reflect: to reflect 

on what really matters, to reflect on what we do and why we do it, to think about things 

that we may have taken for granted. 

How can the leadership team and staff get prepared? 

• How can we collectively capture our individual reflections? 

• What thoughts have we been having about our school, about what matters, 

about how we work? 

• What have we come to realize that we value most about our school, our work, 

our colleagues, our students, and their families? 

• Based on what we value, what areas of school life can we change for the 

better? 

• What opportunities does your curricular area/s offer to help us reconnect as a 

community after being apart from one another? 

• What have you come to realize really matters about your curricular area/s? 

How are you planning to change what you teach and how you teach? 

Activities 

• What did you enjoy from doing things differently for a while, that you think 

we should learn from? 

• What did you miss about school? 

• What things are important to you about our school? 
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• Based on what is important, how can we make our school even better? 

• Thoughts, feelings, and ideas about these questions will change over time. 

The activities can be used as part of ongoing discussions with students 

and staff. Ideas jars could be used, and the school’s student council could 

be involved in taking ideas forward.  

• Discussion Carousel: Pair up or, if you are able, set up a discussion 

carousel. Place the chairs at an inner circle and an outer circle, with chairs 

facing each other. The students in the inner circle stay where they are. 

Those on the outer circle move along one seat clockwise after each 

question, so they are talking to a new partner. Give each person 1 minute 

to share their opinions, using the questions above. Come back together as 

a complete circle and hear back responses. 

• Opportunity Rainbow: Create a rainbow of responses to the question with 

each colour representing a different question. Invite learners and staff from 

the rest of the school to respond to the questions. Vote on the ideas they 

would most like to take forward. 

• Blue-Sky Thinking: Take the circle outside. Ask students to stand in 

silence. Read out one of the questions above and then allow time for them 

to contemplate their answers. Do not talk between questions. After a few 

minutes read out a second question and then the third. Now ask the 

learners to open their eyes and watch the clouds as they float by — what 

new ideas do you have for your school, for yourselves? Come back 

together as a circle and hear back responses. 

 

Relationships 

The impact of physical distancing and isolation has increased our awareness of the 

importance of relationships. A priority, as schools open, will be rebuilding relationships 

and repairing relationships where there has been harm. 

Relationships between school staff and students, and between students, will be the 

vehicle for effective communication in classrooms, hallways, and communities. 

However, we must recognize that all the relationships on which schools depend will 

have been impacted. For example, students will return with varying degrees of anxiety 

as peer dynamics re-emerge, relationships with adults in school re-establish, and 

recognition of the level of progress relative to others emerges. 

How can the leadership team and staff can get prepared?  

• How have relationships changed? Have some groups found improved ways 

of building relationships?  
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• How have relationships been harmed? Who has been isolated or excluded 

from communication/social media groups? 

• Have students experienced online bullying? How have we responded so far? 

• Which students will be most vulnerable when we return? 

• What will be the key relationships for an effective and speedy re-integration of 

students and staff? 

• Will some student/staff need specific additional relationships? Will some 

capacity need to be re-deployed to focus on specific groups? How will those 

groups be identified? 

• How will systems for behaviour management respond to increased levels of 

emotional distress as routines and expectations are re-established? 

• How will space for students be created to rebuild relationships? How will the 

curriculum give rebuilding relationships priority? 

• What strategies will support repairing relationships? 

• How can restorative approaches be used to address harm? 

• How could peer-mediators (where present) be prepared to support? 

Activities 

• Recipe for Friendship: Learners will work together in pairs to come up with a 

recipe for friendship. They can have whatever ingredients they like and can 

decide on their own units of measurement. For example, a cup of kindness, a 

pinch of understanding, and two tablespoons of compassion. You could use a 

plastic hoop as a mixing bowl. Place it between the pairs and ask them to add 

the ingredients using their imagination, or if outside, they could add small 

rocks to their ‘bowl’ to represent each ingredient. Make, provide, or imagine a 

huge wooden spoon to stir the ingredients together. When you come back 

together, ask each pair to do a cooking demonstration. Which ingredients 

have been identified as the most important by the majority? Could the class 

come up with a recipe card to share with other classes? 

• Most cooperative games can help with building relationships. Storytelling 

games are also great, especially for outdoor circles. Start with a sentence 

(example: “The boy stepped off the bus…”) and each person adds another 

sentence as and when they feel ready. You could use the bilingual Meme 

Cards developed by Nunavut students (see picture) and available in all 

schools. Additionally, use the Picture Cues (in the Educator Toolbox). 
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Engagement 

Engagement means ‘to participate, to take action’ – in this case, with our own health 

and well-being and with the issues that affect us: Our teaching, learning, and 

community. How do we foster a culture that enables staff and students to have 

ownership of and agency in their lives? 

School leaders will need to return to normal and to routines of the past. But before we 

jump back into those routines it is going to be essential to engage with the school 

community and allow people to share their stories. Without a period of recognition and 

understanding the ‘now’ – enabling student agency will be almost impossible. 

How can leadership team and staff get prepared?  

• How will you value people’s engagement as a school leader? 

• Are you willing to take risks and allow others to lead? 

• How will you ensure that all stakeholders are included? 

• How do you promote equity of engagement where inequality is prevalent? 

• What is the best listening frame for this engagement? Open forums, coaching, 

conversations, circles, school council type meetings? 

• How can students regularly articulate their needs? 

• How can this be made an intrinsic part of the feedback loop for curriculum 

development? 

• How do you endorse the process, validate the work of others, and demonstrate 

that you want to plan for recovery? 

How to incorporate engagement within the curriculum 

• How will you address the need for additional social-emotional development?  

• How will you demonstrate that you understand the grief that others might have 

experienced? 

• How will this be reflected in the curriculum? 

Activities 

• Discuss with the class what you want to achieve — this week, semester, year — 

in these circle sessions. What is important for you all, for example, looking back, 

looking forward, being together, learning, relationships, dreaming, reflecting, 

being well? How do your learners like to express themselves – music, dance, 

writing, art, building something, talking? Agree on a project idea that might 

generate some goals, using the above themes as a prompt and encourage 

students to respond using any of their preferred media. Use time together in the 
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circle to plan, share ideas, revise plans, sometimes as a whole class, and 

sometimes in pairs or groups.  

• What does it mean to have agency and choice? Try some problem-solving

activities like building a bridge out of newspaper and tape while one learner is on

one chair and another is on another chair. In processing, ask the learners what it

was like solving this problem without help from adults? How well do they think

they achieved the task on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is not well and 5 is very well?

Can they give reasons for their score? How can they take responsibility for

themselves during this time? If they found the task difficult, ask when is it okay to

ask for help? Who can you go to for help? In discussions, strike a balance

between encouraging responsibility, while recognizing that as adults we are there

to help and guide.

With parents and caregivers 

• How can we offer empathy and spend time listening?

• When we do this, how can we ensure that we are being sensitive to individual

family circumstances, cultural backgrounds, and additional needs?
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